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frt BIT bc a ternary relation on a set X, and itrtcrprct (x, _v, 2) E BT to mean that 
.y is strictly ** between x and z. We shall write 
.v_vz iff (x,~, t) E BT 
not x_vz iff (x,,v, 2) $ BT . 
A binary reiation C= on X agrtvs ~itlr BT if and only if 
for ail x.y, z E X, where .Y <y <I mesns that x <y $t y SC 2 r9r x < z* If < is not 
transitive then x <_v < r need not bc e~lli~alent to x < y & r, < 2. 
This paper examines a hierarchy af four types of strict partiai orders (asymmetric, 
trarrsitive), and fW each gives ~~nditi~~ns on BT that arc ncccssary and suftkicnt for 
an agreeing order of the specific type The least general orde25ci-:sidered is a linear 
order. As noted later in this section, there are well over a dozen extant axiom sets 
for BT that characterize linear order. The most general order of the four in our 
hierarchy is an interval order, which has the property that when X is countable it is 
possible to map each element into a clssed red interval such that, for ali x. y E X, 
the interval fr;r x lies whdiy to the left [on the line) of the interval for _v iff x <y. 
Interval order% are closc’ly related to interval graphs, as we shalt observe in the next 
section, Between in tervaf orders and linear orders we cncoun ter semiorders and weak 
orders, which will be discussed further in .Section 2. Sex tion 3 presents the agreeing 
theorems. 
* The authar is grateful to Vred Roberts for sharing his work an betwmmcss, and to fIuncm 
Luce’for i~~due~n to the sizable rittttature of betweenetess. The work was supported by a 
grant from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to the institute for Advanced Study. 
** The strictness interpretation will be relaxed in parts of this section, but al! Wet sections 
adbfzre to it unkss expHcitly noted otherwise, 
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Ternary betweenness relations, both strict (where not aab) and nonstrict (where 
U&J). were probably used first as primitives in axiomatizations of geometry. Accord- 
ing to Fruudenthal [I], Pasch [2,3] was the first to rigorously axiomatize between- 
ness with a geometric interpretation in mind. The later axiomatic systems for 
geometry of Peano 14,s) , Hilbert [6), Veblen (71, and Pieri 181 use betweenness 
ot a similar notion of ordered tripies as one of the system primitives. More recent 
discussions of geometry that include betweenness a an undefined notion include 
Blumenthal 19, IO] $ Robinson [ 111 and Tarski (121. Blank 113) uses primitives 
of betweenness and a quaternary relation of observed istance to examine the extent 
to which an individual’s visual space is a metric space *. 
More directly relevant o the present paper, Huntington and Kline 11 S] identify 
eleven sets of independent axioms for strict betweenness that are necessary and 
sufficient for an agreeing linear order. Their axioms are based on Pasch’s and aU 
cIeven sets have four axionts in common: 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
abc-+cba; 
afb+c+a-+ abc or acb oc bat or bc~ ot cab or cbo ; 
afb#c#u & abc + not acb ; 
u11c + afb#c#a . 
Axioms A and C provide symmetry and a form of one-sided asymmetry. Axioms B 
and D provide connectedness and strictness &reflexivity). Various combinations of 
eight transitivity axioms, two of which are (with a, b. x and_)’ distinct) 
1. 
3 *. 
xab & aby + xay 
xab & a_yb -+ xay , 
are used to complete their eleven sets, one of which is {A, B, C, D, I,2 ). Van de 
Walle 1161 proves that ten of the eleven Huntington-Kline sets are completely 
independent in the sense of Moore [ 171, and Huntington [ 1131 introduces yet 
another axiom ,
9. ok& x+b+ubxorxbc, 
for a twelfth set { A, B, C, D, 9 ) of independent axioms. 
No axiom of Huntington and Kline uses mole than four points. Subsequently, 
Pitcher and Smiley (19) introduce a series of five-point ransitivity axioma Because 
they ate interested in lattices they use axioms like A and C, but not B because of its 
connectedness. 
l Roberts and Suppes 1141 discuss the non-Euclidean nature af, and problems in, the geometry 
of visual perception. 
Another set of axioms that are necessary and sufficient for an agreeing linear 
order (in the 2 sense rather than the < sense), and which uses a five-point axiom. 
is given by Sholander (2Oj. Bccausc of its compactness, I mentrion it in its entirety. 
For linear order Sholander uses only three axioms for nonstrict betweenness: 
(0 aba iff u=6, 
(ii) uhc & bdt* -+ cbd or eba , 
(iii) ohc or bca or rob . 
The only disadvantage of this system seems to be that fii) is not immediately ob- 
vious as a necessary condition. Sholander notes one other new axiomatization for 
linear order, which is much less compact. Roberts [ 211 also gives a nonstrict 
betweenness axiomalbation for an agreeing linear order (sj 
Sholander’s proof for C(i), (ii). (iii) ) is based on a nonstrict betweemless theorent 
of Altwegg IX!] whose conditions are similar to the strict brtweenness conditions 
(A, 6, C’, D, I, 2) of Huntington and Kline 1151. Altwegg seems tlo have given the 
first set of conditions for nonstrict betweenness that are necessaq and sufficient 
for an agreeing par tiai order 4 (reflexive, transitive, an tisymme tric). An alternative 
system for partial order is given by Sholander, who uses an asiom based on binary 
comparability, ab iff wb: 
(iv) For odd N 2 3, B,U, & u,u3 & . . . & u,,__,o~ & u,,q --, _ .b 
The set i(i), [ii), (iv)) is Sholander’s system for an agreeing partial order. Sholandcr 
also discusses betweenness in trees and lattices. Axioms to characterize lattices in 
terms of BT are presented by Smiley and Transue [ 23]_ 
In another line of development, Huntington (24- 261 gives four sets of indepenm 
dent axioms that are necessary and sufficient for his so-called cyclic order, which is 
a ternary and not a binary relation. Consistent with Efuntington’s usage we may 
define BT as a cyclic order iff there is a linear order < such that 
abc iff a<b<c or c<u<b or h<c<u. 
A familiar example of a cyclic order arises when X is the perimeter of a circle and 
ak iff the three points are distinct and the clockwise arc from u to b does not include 
C. One of Huntington’s sets of axioms for cystic order is {B. C, D, E, 9; where the 
new axiom replacing A (symmetry) is the cyclic property 
Shepperd \27,?81 also touches on cyclic order in discussing “betweenness sets” and 
“betwee~ness groups’*, and Rieger f29f and Fuchs 130, pp.61 --a51 examine a 
notion of cycbzally ordered groups using the condition abc + (xa, x6, sc)E BT 
& (a~*. by, qj’)E BT. 
Finalfy, WC shall note some cases where bctweenness is defined from other 
concepts. 
tn connection with a metric space (.Y, Lf) a fre~i~ent de~r~~t~on f ~~etweenness i
abc iff d(a, b) + d(b, c) = dfa, c)% with n # b fc if a strict interpretation is used, See, 
for example, Kagan [ 3 I], Menger [321, Wald j33J $ Blumcnthat 191, Busmann 
134) and Krantz [ 35f. A related definition used by Tversky and Kranu [3hj, when 
X= X,X X2X... X X~~,isabciff~((EI,C)Z~(a,&)&d(~,C)2d(b,r)&ui_bi=ri 
for each i E { 1 . . . ..B) for which Qi= Ci. 
Be twecnness has been defined also in terms of ~u~j’tative quaternary re~ati~~ns 
on X, or binary relations on XX X. Be& and Krants f37f. Krsntz [3S] and Krantx 
et al, (381 do this in several forms. In connection with ab .k cd interpreted as “the 
absolute distance Setwecn R and h is at least as iarge as the absolute distance between 
L’ and 6’, the Iast of these defines abc iff m* 2 alCl& m 2 bc. 
Wnar# rels tions on X cam also be used to Deane BT. The obvious de~~nit~~n o
tne basis of a linear order [ias of course guided some of the a~~~t~~~tj~a~~~~ns nrcn- 
tionrd above. Arrow 1391 uses this definition in an analysis of the nc>tiun of single- 
peaked preferences of individuals in the theory of social choice *. Uirkhoff [41 t p. 2) 
defines 81” from a partial order and notes some conseq\retms of the definition. 
The following definition ** of lattice ~tweerlncss is often used in lattice theory: 
Glivcnko (42,431 observes thatxyz by 1.1 -+xnz CJJ C~U:, and that for metric 
lattices *** the lattice pr~~perty of Lt holds iffd(x,.tt j +df_v. z) = C&X, zj, and a 
tnctfk iaiiict: 15 distributive if and only if 
where g dmotcs thr partial order fgr the 1attic.e. Pitcher and Smiley f ii91 prove 
mm gmerally that Ll * L2 for any distr~~~l tivc la t tke. Snliley [ 45 1 exat~ifics 
relationships among tattke betwcenncss. metric betwcenncss, and atgebraic betwern- 
ncss iuh~ iff b = ha + f 1 .. A)c for some real X in 10, II ), licstlc (46,471 examines 
t-Z in a context whcrc X is a class of sets. 
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Goodman [48] dertnes a notion of local betweenness that is based on a binary 
matching (or similarity, etc.) relation. From a psychological viewpoint *, interest 
in matching stems from the fact that a person will often be unable to detect a 
“significant” difference between two distinct stimuli. Let ahEM mean that a and 
b match or are judged to be “the same”. Goodman assumes that X is finite and M 
is reflexive and symmetric. Let m(x,y) be the number of elements in X that match 
x or _V but not both. Then define LBT (local betweenness) by 
&cELBT iff &EM, bcEM, acEM, a+c, 
m(q c) > m(a, b) and m(a, c) > m(b, r). 
and take a beside b iff u # tu & ub C?hf & ucb E LBT for no c E X. Goodman discusses 
the possibility of M inducing a linear order on X (which occurs iff two distinct ele- 
ments in Xare each beside just one other element and all others are beside exactly 
two) and notes cases where such an order will not arise. Galan ter [ SOJ , Coombs 
(S il,, I-larary [ S2j. and Lute and Gahntct (491 d&cuss this model, and the last of 
these notes that an induced linear order can give a distorted fJictUrt? of the under- 
lying stimuli when it is based on a subset of all possible stimuli. Fine [ 53) provides 
a lucid mathematical analysis of some of Goodman’s ideas. 
A more general model than Goodman’s linear order model arises in those cases 
where each element in X can be mapped into a closed real interval with &EM iff 
the intersection of the intervals for u and b is not empty. For finite X, an (X, M) 
with this property is called an interval graph. We shall consider interval graphs 
further in the next section. 
@2. Orders and interval graphs 
The defining properties of the four orders that we shah focus on are: 
I. irrtewal ~trdtx- < is irretlexive and (x <J’ & 2 <w) + (x < H* or z <_v). for all 
x, y, 2, w E x; 
2. smior&r: < is an interval order and x <y & _V <z + (x <i w or w <z), for all 
x, J’, 2, w E X; 
3, WC& order: < is asymmetric and s <_v + (_I <z or z <y) for all x,_v, tE X; 
4. ~~Mz~ c~r&r: < is irreflexive, transitive and connected (_r :+_Y + x <V or _V < .v). 
Each of thcz+e implies its predecessor and can be embedded in its successor. Thus. 
a scmiordcr is an in tervai order, and a semiorder is included in some weak order. 
The differences among the orders can be highlighted using the relation - detlncd 
as follows: 
where not x <y means that (x, v) $ <. In all CASES cu is reflexive and symmetric, so 
that it compares with the matching relation M ;of the preceding section. This relation 
has also been called by the names of indifference, similarity. adjacency and incom- 
parability. 
if < is a linear order then x -y iff x =y. 
If< is a weak order then * is transitive, so that it is an equivalence, and (-XC, c < 
and (q-) 5 <, where ( )( $ denotes composition: (xt V) E (*) (q iff x-2 & E <y 
for some zf X. When < on X is a weak order, <’ an X/* denned by (r <’ s iff 
x < _V for some x E r and y E s) is a linear order. 
The term “semiorder” was first used by Lute [S4] ) and the irreflcxive de~nition 
of semiorder given above is due to Scott and Suppes l;SS] . If C is a semiorder then 
(-)(<) W (C)(h) is a weak order (Lute [ 54, Theorem 11; Fishburn 156, Theorem 
2.81). 
The definition of interval order is from Fishburn [ 571. If < is an interval order 
then a-)(<) and (Q(h) are weak orders, 
Further conniptions tiith - for interval orders and semiorders come from the 
notions of interval graphs and indifference graphs. Although my definitions of 
these concepts differ slightly from other definitionsP *, the concepts are essentially 
the same. 
An infmai of a linearly ordered set (Y, <) is a subset f af Y for which cr. b. El & 
& a<c<b + cE I. We shalt call (X, *) an intwuuigrapla iff there is a linearly ordered 
set (Y, <f) and a function J on X into the nonempty intenais of(Y, <‘) such that, 
for ail x, .F’ E X. 
An in~~fe~rce ~PU@ is an interval graph (X, *) for which J can be defined so that 
(2) holds and J(x) C J(y) for no x. yE X. The problem of ~t~ara~ter~in~ in tcrval 
graphs by conditions on I,#‘* -) was apparen tiy first propoed by G. Hajbs, and 
independently by Benzer 1601 in a study of genetic fine structure in which he 
examines whether (X, -) is an intervat graph when X is a set of mutants of a type 
of gene and x *y iff the rnuta~~t parts of x and _V overtap. ~~ara~ter~at~ons uf 
interval graphs are given by ~kkerkerker and B&and 161 f T Giitnore and Hoffman 
[5X!, and Fuikerson sod Gross f621. fiarary 1521 discusses the Giimore-Hoffman 
solution along with ~~dntan’s matching theory f48). and Baker et al. f631 note 
reiat~on~ips between interval graphs and the Dushnik and Miller 1641 definition of 
the dimen~on of a partial order. 
Roberts [ 59,65 J , who originated the term “indifference graph”, presents many 
interesting aspects of this concept in a finite-set context. Several of his observations 
[G, Theorems 8 and 91, which draw in part on Fishburn jS7f, present the conncc- 
tion between interval graphs and orders suggested above. 
* Seu, for cxamptc, Ciilmorc and Hoffman 158) and Hobcrts I591. 
Since the latter part of this theorem has not &en proved oiscwhere usnder the 
definitiun of indifference graph used here, 1 shall outline the proof that (X, -) is 
an indifference graph when < on X is a semiorder. 
fknc.e Ict < on X be a semiorder with + defined hy ( 1). Define x * y iff (x - z 
iff_v + z, for a11 z f X’). By Theorem 2.3 in Fishburn [I?%] . QS is an equivalence and 
(x-c)‘& 2 * W) -+ (x C: 2 iff _I’ < wj. Let Y consist of one element from each class 
in X/w. Since < on X is a semiorder it follows that C on Y is a semiorder. In the 
context of Y let <’ = (-j(C) U (C)(w). It follows from Theorems 2.6 and 2.8 in 
Fishburn 1561 that f on Y is a linear order. I&t 5 = {< W -1, and for each .rf Y 
i~t x6 denote an artificial elcmcnt that corrcsponds to x, with Y* the set of arti- 
ficial elrnzents (and Y R Y* = 0). * Then define <, on Y U Y* by 
It is not hard to shaw that <, on Y W Y* is a linear order. Finally, for any aE X 
with a * x & .Y E Y, define ffaf as the closed intervaf in ( Y U Y*, <,_,) with x and 
x* as end points. By the definition of Q and the property in the third sentcn~c of 
this proof it fotluws easily that J(a) fl J(b) # 0 iff a - b. Moreover, no J interval is 
praperfy included in another J interval. For this could be so anty if, say, x <o~~ 
<$ jp* <, x* fcrr some x. _V E Y, and this implies x <‘_I’ and .I’ <’ x in contradiction 
of tile asymmetry of <‘. This shows that (X, -) is an indifference graph. 
If in this proof we take J(a) *(3 J(b) to mean that p <, y whenever p f J(a) & 
& q E J(b), then 4 <h iff J(a) 6 J(b). Scott and Suppcs [ SS] and Sr:ott 1661 show 
that if < is a scmiorder on a finite X then eact~ ,&T) can be taken to be a unit inter- 
val on the rcjt line. 
153. Agreeing theorems 
From the discussion of Section I it is clear that many diffment axiom sets could 
be used for ST in order to charactcrise our orders. For cash order I hwe ctw~~rtl only 
one set, using the usual criteria of simplicity trf expression and interpretability as the 
gtidc. Other sets can of course be identified by demonstrating their eyuivalcnue to 
the ones used here. 
* That its, Y* is a ropy of f. 
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, A defined irreflexive and symmetric binary relation of betweenness comparability 
kilt be used ext~nsjve~y. It is 
x/J! iff x+Jj and x and ~9 both appear in some one triple in BT. 
ln the usual fashion, x~~/z/..x means that x,$ & _Y/Z 8c Z/X. 
Far int~~a~ orders and ~n~i~rde~ we shalt use the f~~~~win~ axioms, which are 
to hold when indicated far all x, Y, z, w, rt, b, cv d f X. 
Al. 
A2. 
A3. 
A4. X/+Y/Z/X + xq”z or zxy or JTX. ’ 
. 
A5. abc & xyz -, abx or (It32 or xyc or ZJT. 
A6. &PC & XJT + &X ut abz CR xbc or zbe . 
A7. abc & bed + abx or XCXI or awl, 
The first two axioms are similar to A and C of )_funtington and Kline ( lSl* and 
A4 is like their 6 with x +y+z #x replaced by x/y/z/x. A3, which is quite close 
zo ~iunti~gton’s Axiom 9 of Section 1, expresses the condition that if W[P when 
x+vz then w must lie to one side of y or the othtrr, but not both. Each of At through 
A4 is easily seen to be nctissary for an agreeing interval order. .Several conditions, 
some of which were stated earlier, follow from our initial axioms. 
hoof. A2 prohibits xxx. If x #r-l, A3 prohibits x)tx. A2 prohibits xx.~.‘ For C2, WC 
AI then A2 on zyx to get not yzx. C3 fulfr~ws from A3: XJG & .V/W + X~J*W or WJJZ 
and not bath. Since X,PW by hypoth~s~, not WJG, Using the tly~?othe~s ofC4, 
A3 3 XJ+W or wyz. But At & A2 --* not WJT. Therefore qw, and wzx f~~~~o~s in tike 
manner. For C5, with ~_JT Rr XWJ’, A3 --, utvz or XJJW, t hc tatter of which contradicts 
Cl?. f fence yvz. T?lc other conclusion of CS thcra ti~llows from C4. 
Using r4 and CS, we can build up sfritlgs, SI.IC~ as X.WW~, with the property that 
when all but three elements are deleted, the remaining three in the given order form 
a t.ripte in BT. CX in the nex! lemma shows how (under A4) another element (x) 
MI he inserted in the middle ctf a string, and C3 gives another way of extending a 
string at one end. 
The necessity of AS fur an agreeing interval order is easily verified. Suppose that 
< is an interval clrder that agrees with BT. Take I-& ;Ind XJC as in the hypothrtses of 
AS. For orientation, assume (I *( b<c. lf.r<_y<z thzn !J<C & y<z+b<r or 
p Cc*, and hence ok UT A-_w; if r <+P < .r, a similar calculation gives abx or qr*. 
Hence one aiabz, X.W, abx, and 2.~ must Md. 
The necessity of A6 and A7 for an a~re~jr~g semiorder is established in a similar 
way using tl~e sctniorder definition. Neither A6 nor A7 is necessary for an agreeing 
intt:rv;tl order. 
The sufficicrwy proof fw Theorem I is in thr next section. Theorem 0 and 1 
fravc the following obvious corollary. y is defined by ( I ). 
The sufiicicncy proof for Thcurcnl 2 iS in Seutron 5. 
Roberts [?I] proves a related theorem for nonstrict hetweenness under the as- 
s~ll~ipti~~i~ thrtt X is dinite. His first axion asserts that (X. f) is an indiiffetenre graph 
when I is defined from nanstrict hetwccnncss by X~_F iff syv. Thcurcm 1 avoids 
direct rcfcrcncc to indifference graphs and has, in the prcscnuc of Theorem 0, the 
following corollary. 
l'bc final two theorems add littie TV previous work, but they do &ow the modi- 
fications in our preceding conditions that lead to agreeing weak orders and Iincar 
orders. Two new conditions i to hold foi: all x, )‘, z, 1s E X when indicated) will be 
used. 
A4*. which is essentially Axiom B of ~~ur~tii~~ton ;z d Kline, will replace A4 in the 
linear order theorem. A4, as stated (X,&/Z/X -+ .X_VZ or txy or ,VZX), will be retained 
in the weak order theorem, where AS* replaces A5. The sufficiency proofs of 
Theorems 3 and 4 are in Section 6. 
$4. Proof of Theorem t 
We assume throughout that Al through A5 hold. If BT = 8 then the conclusion 
is obvious with < = 8. Henceforth assume that BT ?t @ and fix ahe, On the basis of 
this fixed triple we define binary <, in groupings of three thus: 
This gives a <, # <1 c using AI and AZ. Moreover, by C1 of Lemma 1, Cl is irree 
flexive. Since r <t s and s <t I may be based on different triples it is not at ail 
obvious that <t is transitive. Indeed, the most intricate part of the proof is involved 
with proving the simpler assertion that <t is asymmetric. 
We note first that <t agrees with BT. This is followed by several results on <t . 
Since BT = {abc, xyz, a&z, and their three symmetric duals under Al ) satisfies 
AI -AS but <t for this example is not an interval order (h <I c’ & x <t ~8, but 
neither b <t F nor x <t c), we define another binary relation CO by (4) and then 
show that the union of <, and <t agrees with BT and is indeed an intervat order. 
wftich verify IT <t _V <t x. l3y AS on ahc & X_VZ, abz or &X or x_t~ ur Z_W. Suppose 
that gk. If not k-V then x <I y <t r. If bq then, using C4, &u.v.x, so that ffbx & 
&w. Since hyr + not bsy by CZ and Al, we get abx & not bxy so that L” <* _v C1 x, 
The other three cases (abx, x)lc, qx) are dealt with similarly. 
Roof. By A t & AS, px & psr + pyp or P_JV oc psx w PW. By Cl,, not pyp. Both 
p,v;r and pm are in the conclusion of the lemma under A t . This leaves PXX. By C?, 
(rs~ & rip & p/x) 4 SX~ (.which by C? and C5 gives ~~x_P/J and hence typ) or spx 
(which by C5 gives spy). 
Proof. We shah suppose that x <t v & _I’ <I x and then show that this is impossible. 
~<t~‘canatiseinoneofth~eways,n~ely~<t.v<t ror.~<~ t<t~or 
t <t x <I ,t” for some t E 3’. These three correspond to the fo~ow~g by (3): 
I. xyt and [(ah & not b@) or (XJW & not ky)] , 
3 6. x@ and [(@Y & not byr) or (_w & not bcr)J , 
3 . . ZXJ* and [(a&~ & rmt &x) or (LXX & not brx)f , 
Similarly, for _V Cl x, one of the foilowing must hold for some p: 
4. yxp and [fabp & not @x) or @xc & not bcx)l , 
5. ., r’p.x artd [(ah & not bxp) or @pc & not bcp)] , 
6‘ pyx and f(ab.~ & not ~x_P) or @yc & not bc_it)f ,
This gives nine major cases to iconsider (1 & 4, I & 5, . . . . 3 dt 6), and fotur subcases 
(from *‘or*‘) for each major ease. Using C?, the subcases which use srb* for both 
iE { I il 2,3 f and j E 44,5,6f are easily disposed of. For example, for f & 6 suppose 
that (a& & not b@) and (atrx & not &ry). Al and C7 then give (since x/t by 1. )
either 6~ (which leads by CS to ~X_YZ, contradicting not 6xy) or btx (hence Btp 
by CS, contradicting not My). 
By symmetry, it should be clear that we need consider only the following six 
of the nine main cases: I& 4,1% 5, I& 62 & 5,2 & 6 and 3 & 6. Having already 
disposed of the subcases where nb* holds for i and i, we next dispose of the sub- 
cases where **c holds for both i and i (for exampte, where we take (XJT & not Kay) 
for I 3 and @xc & not &TX) for 4). For these subcases, I& 4 violates A2; 1& 5 gives 
X~JX- by CS, which co~tradict~~~~ in 5by A2; 1 & 6 -+ not xyp by C3, contrad~t- 
ing PJ,& in 6; 2 & 6 + tc)?’ by C6 (since X~YJI & xtc & cup), so that #cB (contra. not 
kt) or bc_v (contra. not k~) by A3; 3 & 6 + xcy by C6, which by A3 implies X& 
(contra. not kx) or hqt (contra. not l7q-l). This leaves 241&S, WtMr~ it is 3ssU~~d 
that xv, (.X&T & not brt), JJ~.Y, (J~.PC & Ilot hcp). By LUTH?I~ 4, Xtc’ & J’[K + X!X’ Or 
ye cir pi-r. First, xpf along with .p.‘pC -+ not _vpx by C3, 3 corrtradiction. Second, 
yrc along with ylx -+ not ccx by C3. a contradiction. Finally, pet & b/C --+ brr 
(contra, no? bet) or pch Ccontra. not kp). 
Twelve subcases remain for the six major cases under consideration. We detail 
each of these, making use of notat~~~n3~ s~m~arity in several cases. 
l&4. x_vt and yxp, hence px_vt by C4. 
i, (xyc & not bqv) and (ahp & not bpx). Then pxyc so that pp-. Since pba ah, 
J.,.ernma 4 + pbc (which wit.h pbu + not ak by 0, a ~~~ntradict~~~r~j or bp)’ (which 
gives hp.q~ and hence bpx, a contradiction) or pya king 0, pa & pc & a,/‘~ -+ _WZ 
(hence pha, ycti. contra. not bcy) ory@c (hence ppbr, pub, contra. a@). 
ii. (ohr & not lip) and {yxc & not kx). Similnr to t,i). 
I & 5. xyr and ypx, hence xpp by C5. 
i, (abr & not Ijp) and (~pc & not kp). The interchange ofx and p shows that 
this is similar to I & 4 (ii). 
ii. (x_vc & rrot her) and (ul~x & not bxp). By inuerchafiging x and p and then 
noting that p_~ and 13x1 * -+ xyc, we see that this is covered by 1 lk 4 (i). 
i &5. xyr ilnd xq’p. 
i. (abt & not br_vj and @JY & not lqj)). Using Lemma 4, a&r & x_vr -+ bz+v (contra. 
not b[v) or qvr or xbt. 
Consider qt first. This gives alv and hence by A3 on xyp, either x_vu {which with 
[W -+ not xvt, contra.) or u_yp. Hence qp_ Then, since cyp & afti f3 -+ gcy’ (which + v 
abcyp -+ bc),. contra.) or cav (which -* cbqv --, bat, contra a&). 
Tidy, suppose that xbt. Then x/b & abc -+ abx (which with rlcr 4 tmt de, 
contra.) or xk. k-tcexbc. llsing Lemma 4 on xhc and x,vp, get X,W (which with 
pc -+ not x_vp. contra.) or bx~i (which 9 ~X_W + bxr, con tr3. xht) or x&p. Hence 
xbp. Since u/b, A3 -+ xba (contra. xln- & abc) or @Y. Hence abp. Using Lemma 4 
on abp and cyp, get ctrp (contra. obp dt ah) or l~py (-+ xbpy -* xp_v, contra. x~+p) or 
QYP Hence pp. Using f?, qp &. qvp & u/c -+ u~y (+ ak;vp * hey, contra. not k_yj 
_,r ca,v (4 ckyp c+ hap, contra. obp). 
ii. Ix?JT & not bcJfj amI (676x 4% not bxy). Lemma 4 on obx & x_vc gives cgx (contra, 
ok k% obcj or bx_~p (contra. not bxy) or pyx. Then C? with XJV + or:r) [-+ alkyx, 
contra. not Sty) or cq (4 cJ!.qyx-, contra. arix). 
2& 5, xry and xpJF_ 
i+ (a@? & not byt) and @pc & not bep). Lemma 4 on abv and qqr gives qzy {which 
with CPV + tic%, (-+ abcp.v, contra. not bcp) or cap (+ cbap_v, contra. rrh_p)) or C&J 
(contra. @IF & Ok) or &p (4 b_vpx + b_vx -+ &lx, contra. not byt ). 
ii. (x@ & not kr) and (ubx & not Bxpj. Similar to {i). 
Proof. Assume x <t y <I z & P <I q <t r. By AS, pqx or pqz or x_w or zyr. By 
Lemmas 3 and 5, pqz -+p <I q <t z, andx_vr +x Ct J? <,.r. Suppose then that 
pqx. By Lemmas 3 and 5, pqx --* p <I q CL x. By Lemma 4, pqx & xyz --* rqx 
(which, since x <I Z, requires x <I q <t z by Lemmas 3 and 5; but then x <I q, 
cantradictina, q <t x by IEmma 5, and hence zqx leads to a contradiction) or pyx 
(which gives 3 similar contradiction) or qxy. Hmce pgx + qxy -+ pqxyz + ~47 -* 
p<tq<1z.Intikttmanner,z~~~-*q~~~q~~~-*p4~4p<1q<1z. 
The proof of the second hatf of the lemma is like the proof of the first half. 
@I the basis of <t , Ca and < are 
P<, q<,Y & notqFs)forsomep.q,r,s; 
&o@f, hiring up one of x <I My <t t, x <I t <I y and t Cr x <% y with one of 
z<~ w<p,~<~ u<# wanduCt Z <f W, Lemma 6 imptiesx CI w or r <I y 
immediately in all but the following two cases. 
I. x<,y<* r 4k Lx, 3 <I w. If zyt then z CI y. if not z_vr then x C, w by (4). 
2. z<Iw<ju & t<Ix<~y.Similarto 1. 
Ptoof.Forx<,yuse(.4!,andforz<,wu~r<Ii<1k Rt m<p<p 8’~ 
not 
Roof. By Lemma 4 on .prx & ~~qx. either sq:c (* s <t (I <t x by Lemmas 3,5 and 
q <t x, but then s <1 X, contra. x g1 I” <t s; hence syx is impossible) or ~KFZ (im- 
possible by Lemmas 3 and 5) or q~t (-+ q <t x <t r). 
Procllf. In view of Lemma 7 and C I, WC need only show that <, is ixreflcxive. ff 
x<,x thenx<t r<, s & p<t q<t x & not qrg But by sterna 3, x <t I <t s 
& p <B q <a x + q <, x Ct r + qxr 3 93~s -* qrs. tknce < is irre~~exive. 
Proof, Suppose first that x 6 3’ and y 1=, z with 
X<, t<, s & p<1 q<ty & notqrs, 
y<t j<tk & m<p<*z & nattzjk. 
By Lrnama 8. q <t y <t j- Applying Lemma 6 to this and x <t r <t s, get q <t P <t s 
(contra. qrs and r $ s) ar x Cl y <I j. Hence x $3~ Cz j_ Also, with Lemma fi OR 
~<,~<fjandm<Xn<Sz,get~<tyCtztzrnt<f”<tj.Elfm<tn<tj 
then with y <t j C, k Lc?mma 6 --+_Y Ct j Cr j (false) or m <I n <t k. The-n mnk & 
mnj & jfk-,nilcjornjkbyC7,Ifnkjthenj<t k<rtlsincejC1 k,andthusj<*n, 
cortra. at <1 n Cr j_ Hence njk. But this contradicts not njk from the hypotheses. 
Hence t~z <t n <I j is false.) Therefore, q <I y Ct z. Since x/-y from x Cl y C1 j, 
M -+x)‘t or q3”x (‘contra. qyj and xyj). Therefore, xyz. and x Cr 3’ <1 r since 
X <t y. 
Suppose next that x <t y &y <, z. We use (5) for 3- <, z, and combine this with 
me ofx <1 y <I t, x <I t <I y and t <t x 4, y, With t <t x (I .y, L.emma 8+ 
xCt.~<tj.ThenLcmml6(m<tn<Iz)-*x<t)t<tzornt<tn<Ij,the 
latter of which is ruled out by the analysis in brackets in the preceding paragraph. 
$5, Proof of Theorem 2 
Using the two new axioms for an agreeing semiorder, 
At;, ak & xyr 3 rt&x or ulrz or xlk or rk, 
A7. o&c & tWd + abx or xt+ or au& 
we shalf build from the results of the preceding section. If BT = 0 then < = 0 is an 
agreeing semiorder. Henceforth assume that BT $! 8, We shalt divide the proof into 
two parts, according to whether a string of four (al&) is formable from BT (using 
C4 and CS), 
PART 1. We assume thr~?u~lout this part that fbr every x, y, z, w f X, not @J~Z & J~ZIH’). 
Since BT + $9, fix trhc, ard let &is be the abc used to define Ct of the preceding set- 
tion in (3). Also take 6 defined by (41, and < = C, W <t . Furthermore, define 
(6) x<*y iff x<p<q fotsome p,qEX and _rt<r forno tEX; 
174 Y. C. Fish burn. Bctnwrtn~ss, orders and in tmaI graphs 
Roof. Since x <2 1~ + not y <’ z, take x <J’. If _v < z then the conclusion follows I 
from Theorem 1. If y <2 z then we have x <y & y < r < s for some r, s. But this 
gives a string of four (x_~rs), contradicting the injtial hypothesis of Part I. 
Lemma 12. <’ is on i~ttwal order. 
Roof. < and <2 are both irreflexive, hence <’ is irreflexive. To show that 
x <’ )’ & z <’ w --,x <’ w or t <’ y, consider cases: 
I.x<y & zCw. Lemma 7or9. 
2.~<~_v & z<2w.Thenx<2w & s+z by@). 
3. x <2 Y & z < w. Take x < p < q far x CZ ~8. Then, by Lemma 7, x < w (hence 
x<‘w)orz<p(heneez<p<yand thusz<zy). 
Lemma13.x<‘v & y<‘z-+x<‘w or w<‘z. 
Roof.By Lemma ll,x<‘y & y<‘z~xX.~~<z.If~<rfornot thenx<Zw 
(hence x <’ w). Henceforth assume that w < t for some t. Then, by (3) and (4 j and 
no string of four, either w <t p <t y or p <t w <1 q for some p, q E X. Suppose 
first that w Ct p <t q, along with x <t y <t z (Lemma IO). If y <t p <t q also 
then x_vpq [contra. initial hypothesis), and therefore not ypq. Hence w (=, z by [,S), 
and1 thus w <’ 2. Suppose next that p <l w <I y. Then by A6 on pwq & XJ~Z, 
either p < w <x (hence p < w <x <y < zr contra. initiat hypothesis) or p < w < I 
~encew<‘z)orx<w<q(hencex<‘~~)orz<w<q~hcncex<y<r<w<q, 
contra. initial hypothesis). 
‘Together, Lemmas I 1, 12 and I3 along with Theorem 1 show that <’ is a semi- 
order that agrees with BT. 
PAIRT II. In this part of the proof we assume that abc & bed, or abed, and let < 
be any interval order on X that agrees with BT (Theorem 1). With abed and < fwd 
witha<b<c<d.define 
(7) xC3y iff nota<x & x<c & b<y & noty<d; 
<* =<U<p 
Lemm814.x<*_v & i,<*z+x<y<z. 
Ptoaf. x <s y + b <II + a <y (by transitivity since < is an interval order) + 
not y C3 I. Hence, both <* in the hypotheses of the lemma can’t be <s. If x <3 y 
& y<2 theno<b<y<zandbyA7eithera<b<xora<x<z (eachofwhich 
contradicts not 0 <x from x <3 ,) or x <y < 2. tlence x <It <z. Similarly, 
x<.vhp,$ Z-+X<_r’<f. 
It is casity seen that <* is irreflexive. The next two lemmas show that <* is a 
semiorder which, by Lemma 14 and Theorem 1) agrees with BT. 
1. a < b < w, This is similar to the following proof for ttf <c C d 
? ,.w<c<ci.ByA7withr,eithern<tr<sora<;r<cctorz<c<d.With 
either of the latter two we get x <?J <z <d and, using A7 on this with H*, we get 
x < w or w < z as desired, This leaves a < b < z. If II < c1-’ then A7 with z applied to 
a<rtl<c<dgivesa<w<ffw<z)crrrC~<d(sothatx<y<r<dasbefore) 
or u C z q d (so that x <_v < t <d as before). On the other hand, suppose that 
not o < W. If 2 <d tfm x <y < z < d as before, snd if not z < d then (not 4 < w 
& w < c* & h < 2 & not z < 8) + H’ C3 2. 
Xa<w<d. A6ono<&X&x<,~< 2 3 a < rv <x (hence ~2 < z under the 
transitivity of < ) or cf < w <z (w < 2) or x < w < d (x < tu) or z < M* <d t.r < tv 
under transitivity). 
Proof, If x <y & E < H’ then x < w or r C y since < is an intcrvaI order. if x <3 y & 
z C3 HF then x +C3 rif & cf <3 y by (7). Finafly. suppose that x <3 y & z < w. By 
trlmma 7 cm x <c & P < w, either x < w or z <c*. Suppose that z Cc. If not a <Z 
then z <3 ,ct by (7) and if u < z then u < z < w and. by Len1rr.a 15, u <* x (which is 
f~scsinccct<x~notx<Sy,anda<3x~b<:x-+a<x)tzrr~*w. Hence 
X<~y&z<w-u<* woW+*. 
§6, Proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 
Thearem 3 for weak order uses Af -A4 along with AV (X_VZ + W_VZ or xu’z or 
X_YW). TO make use of ~~~rern I we first prove 
Lemma 17. {Al, A?, A3, A4, A5*f ++ AS. 
Proof. Given ak & XJT as the hypotheses of A5, use AS with e on X_VZ to get C_W 
or xcz or xyc. Only xcz here is not in the conclusion of AS, which is (i&x or a& or 
xyc or syc). But xcz & b/c under A3 -* xcb (+ xcba + xba) or bcz(+ (~bcz +abt). 
Hence! xcz + abx or da. 
Let < be as defined in Section 4. Then, by Lemma 17 and Theorem t , < is an 
interval order that agrees with BT. Since an interval order is a weak order when we 
defined by f’ I ), is an equivalence, aff we need show is that ccr is transitive. 1f BT = Q 
then < = Q and - is an equivalence. Henceforth assume that BT # 0. WC then have 
hof. ClearIy x/y +x <JF ory <x. Suppose then that x <y. ffx Ct _Y then x/v. 
Bf x KO y then, say, x < r < s & p <q <p $t not r/rs by (4). AS* with y on 
x < t= < s gives y < r < 3 (which with p cl Q < y gives y < r < s, contradicting not 
yrs) or x <y < s or x <I <y, and therefore X/I?. 
Thus, by f t), x -_Y iff not (x <y or y <x) iff not x/y. ff x/z then AS* on each 
ofxzt. xzz and 2x1 implies either x/y or y/z. Hence not x/y & not y/z 4 not .x/z. 
and thus * is trzmsitive. This completes the proof nf Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 is easily proved either by showing that its axioms imply those of a 
strict betweenness axiomatization far linear order from Section C, of by showirrg 
that (At,A2,A3,A4*~-,A4%A5*sndthat,whenBTJL0,.~f~-+(~<.~1~1 
y <x). 
Note added in prchaf: LrPmma 3says that xyz + (X <I y <I 2 or 2 <I y <I x) and 
(x CI y <1 P or z <1 y CI x) + xyz. Fred Roberts has kindly pointed wt that the 
latter statement has not been proved. Its proof f&tows from the former statement, 
A4 and Lemma 5 (whose proof doesn’t use Lemma 3): (x <t )’ <t z or E <, y <I x) 
-+ x/~~/z/x -+xyt or rxy (+ z <1 x CI y or y <I x <I z, both contra. Lemma 5) or 
yzx i-y <I z <t n or x Cx z Ct y, both contra. ternma 59. If x <I y is taken to 
hold iff one of I* 2, and 3 on p. 169 holds, then (3) emerges as a theorem. 
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